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GOCCOPRO 100 @ FESPA DIGITAL 2012

FESPA Digital 2012 had been
held at Fira de Barcelona in
Barcelona, Spain from 21st to
24th February, 2012. FESPA has
seen an impressive number of
visitors over the four day
exhibition. This is a clear sign of
the huge number opportunities
available within the industry as
digital print is increasingly
becoming more commercial.
Visitors have come from all over
the world, almost 13,000 people
have visited during this four days
exhibition.

and watching at
the GOCCOPRO
demonstrations
with
much
interest.
Our
booth has been
always crowded
with the people
who
are
interested
in
our proposal,
product
and
equipment.
Visitors
have
come
from
Spain,
Portugal,
Europe,
Middleeast, Africa and other
countries. As the result of those
busy four days exhibition, we
have approximately over 400
visitors visited our RISO booth.
We have successfully found
serious
prospect
of
new
GOCCOPRO
distributors
in
Europe and some serious user
prospects in Spain and some
other countries as well.
The previous FESPA 2011 in
Germany, we have no partner in
Europe. But after a year in
FESPA 2012, we thank to all, we
have got many distributors here
and developed GOCCOPRO sales
network. We have got a strong
support for exhibiting our booth.
Spanish distributor, The Factory
Transfer, has helped us to
explain our product line and
concept to all visitors. Moreover,
French distributor, Promattex,
German distributor, Dataplot,

In Riso Kagaku's booth, we
have exhibited GOCCOPRO 100
and its printing equipment
proposing total solution of easy
screen printing with the help of
our Spanish distributor, The
Factory Transfer SA. Many
visitors have been stand nearby

and Spanish sub-distributor,
Dino Print & Cut, have exhibited
GOCCOPRO 100 in their own
booth. Not only them, but also
other GOCCOPRO distributors
have been inviting their all type
of prospects who might be
interested in our product and
concepts. Hereby we would like
to
express
our
great
appreciation to you all.
We have successfully ended
this year's FESPA exhibition. We
strongly believe this GOCCOPRO
business will bring you all the big
successful business from now
on.

